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Baldwin Technology to showcase key innovations optimizing Flexo CI,
Corrugated and Plastic film extrusion processes at ICE Europe
Technology delivering enhanced print results and maximized return on investment
ST. LOUIS — January 30, 2019 — Baldwin Technology Company Inc., will present
three innovative business segments, featuring pioneering new technology for
converting and plastic film at ICE Europe 2019. Baldwin offers a broad range of
market-leading innovations and expertise focused on enhanced print results and
enhanced economic and environmental efficiency of print production processes.
ICE Europe takes place in the Munich Trade fair Centre, and Baldwin will showcase
its technology in booth 724, hall A6.
Technology on display will include automated cylinder Cleaning systems, Corona
surface pretreatment systems, LED-UV curing and IR drying systems, Hot-air dryers,
Rotor spray systems and technologies for Color management and Defect detection.
The technology presented helps unlock potential in the process through increased
productivity, reduced waste, safer working conditions and full control of securing
flawless products.
“We are very proud to show the industry how Baldwin, through innovation and
acquisitions, has created a strong product portfolio for optimization and automation
of film extrusion, flexo and corrugated printing systems,” said Peter Hultberg, CCO of
Baldwin Technology. “At ICE Europe, there is an opportunity to experience our
impressive range of equipment from all of the Baldwin business segments in one booth – all optimizing the production systems. This
truly shows the technological strength of partnering with the Baldwin.”
FilmCylinderCleaner and Corona surface
treatment technologies from Baldwin will be
showcased at ICE Europe, booth 724, hall A6.

Baldwin offers highly efficient IR drying with ability to increase production speed by up to 30% and fully automatic cleaning
systems for increased printing and extrusion process productivity and quality. The range of cleaning equipment is customized for
optimal cleaning – whether in Flexo corrugated, Flexo CI, Plastic film extrusion or offset applications. Baldwin’s cleaning systems
will save valuable production time and material costs while increasing the output quality, maximizing the return on investment
and safekeeping the operators.
AMS Spectral UV provides world leading LED-UV and conventional UV curing technologies that instantly cure or dry inks and
coatings as part of printing, converting and other industrial processes. The business segment is known for offering seamless wideformat solutions providing the highest curing intensities and most efficient operation available today.
Ahlbrandt Systems, the pioneer of high performing Corona surface pretreatment also delivers market leading innovative web
processing systems, even and precise Rotor Spray coating technologies and Hot-air drying solutions, bringing high-end quality in
print and plastic film processes.
BALDWIN Vision Systems designs the industry’s most advanced color management and inspection technology solutions for
achieving print quality perfection. Automated workflows, increasingly complex requirements and exacting standards are met to
dramatically reduce waste, enhance print quality and reduce customer rebates.
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ABOUT BALDWIN TECHNOLOGY COMPANY INC.
Baldwin Technology Company Inc. is a leading global manufacturer and supplier of innovative process-automation equipment, parts, service and
consumables for the printing, packaging, textile, plastic film extrusion and corrugated industries. As a total solutions provider, Baldwin offers our
customers a broad range of market-leading technologies, with a focus on improving the economic and environmental efficiency of production
processes. Through a global footprint of 21 company-owned locations and an extensive network of partners, our customers are supported
globally, regionally and locally by dedicated sales and service team members who add value by forming long-term relationships. Baldwin is
privately owned by BW Forsyth Partners, a Barry-Wehmiller company. For more, visit baldwintech.com.
ABOUT BW FORSYTH PARTNERS
BW Forsyth Partners is the investment arm of multibillion-dollar global manufacturing and engineering consulting firm Barry-Wehmiller.
Established in 2009, BW Forsyth Partners blends Barry-Wehmiller’s unparalleled legacy of value creation and people-centric culture development
with keen investing experience to help companies realize their true potential. With a focus limited to areas known well, BW Forsyth Partners
seeks to partner with leadership teams to acquire small- to middle-market companies in the capital and component equipment, and professional
services sectors. In each of our operating companies, BW Forsyth Partners deploys operational improvements and strategy development without
compromising the autonomy, strategic vision and entrepreneurial spirit of their leadership teams. For more information, visit bwforsyth.com.

